Sales Unit Logistics
Integrated concepts delivering logistics added value
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Bringing together all industries
with a high logistics added value
Components
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DB Cargo Logistics GmbH
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DB Cargo BTT GmbH
DB Cargo AG
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Sales Unit Logistics:
our areas of expertise

Partnership

Sustainability

Multimodality

What we
stand
for

Tailored
logistics
solutions

The Sales unit Logistics works closely
with its customers to develop
multimodal, flexible logistics
concepts that combine classic transport
with a wide array of industry-specific
logistics services.

Digital
expertise

Large
network
Innovative
equipment
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Customers from different industries are
requesting complex logistics services
Brands & trends
◼ Autonomous driving

Establish & develop:
Sales unit Logistics

Logistics-related
industries

◼ Intensive competition
◼ Digitalisation and eMobility

Product features

Areas of expertise

◼ Collaboration

◼ Customised complete solutions

◼ Sustainability & green logistics

◼ Comprehensive supply chain
solutions with a standardised core
rail service

◼ An understanding of customer/marketrelated logistics processes

Customers
◼ Security of supply
◼ End-to-end solutions
◼ Pressure to innovate

◼ Strategic customer relationships
◼ Developing tailor-made logistics products

◼ Ongoing innovation process in a
dynamic environment

◼ Professional implementation management

◼ High number of partners/services
to be coordinated

◼ IT/innovative capacity

◼ Project and partner management
◼ Rail networks

◼ Real-time tracking &
24/7 availability
◼ Low costs
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Efficient processes and structures
for a high level of service quality

Strengthen
market position

Entry into valueadded chains

Comprehensive logistics
concepts

Organisation / structures

[13]
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Automotive RailNet
Rail network for the automotive industry
◼ Integrated industry network for the
automotive industry with up to 250
trains per day
◼ Efficient logistics chains between
suppliers, component workshops,
vehicle production plants, and dealers

◼ Utilisation of synergies by combining
component transport and finished
vehicle transport
◼ Integration of private sidings,
CT terminals and car terminals into
automotive clusters

◼ Web-based transparency and control
along the entire logistics chain from a
single source

[14]
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Components

◼ Europe-wide rail network for inter-plant, supplier and
spare parts transports with antennas to Russia and
China
◼ Efficient overnight connections between European
automotive clusters
◼ Comprehensive concept design, implementation and
management of integrated logistics concepts by road
and rail from a single source
◼ Digital solution expertise for continuous transparency
and efficiency along the supply chain
◼ Provision of customised equipment for
wagonload and combined transport

[15]
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Personal customer support
with digital add-ons
Digitalisation & standardisation
of processes along the entire
supply chain

Concept design
& offer

Requirements
analysis

Transparency & efficiency
through interfaces to customer
IT systems
Support /
consulting

Evaluation &
optimisation

Incident
management

Capacity
planning

Dispatching
tower

Tracking &
tracing
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Order
management

Continuous
management

Your
dedicated
contact
person

Order & detailed
coordination for
logistics concept

Test transports &
subsequent
implementation
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Customer-specific
network concepts
plant
transshipment
terminal

Best practice
◼ European rail network between the OEM’s
component workshops and assembly plants
◼ Optimum dovetailing with production processes and
the greatest possible security of supply by
combining rail and road transport (approx. 80%
base load by rail and residual peak load by road)
◼ Inbound delivery concept geared towards vehicle
production (JIT/JIS, amongst others)
◼ Interfaces (posting, commissioning, status
information) in existing customer systems and
standards (VDA, SAP)
◼ Seamless transparency and control through the use
of mobile data entry (e.g. tablet app for truck
drivers)
◼ Full coverage of the complete door-to-door logistics
chain by integrating additional logistics services
such as plant shunting services, transshipment
services and
first and last mile

[17]
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Equipment –
conventional and multimodal

[19]

Equipment in conventional transport

Transparent logistics management

◼ Special fleet of sliding-wall wagons geared towards the
requirements of the automotive industry, incl. ideal loading
space offering by adjusting the automotive standard of 3 m
for the internal loading space height

◼ Flexible provision of suitable load units (megatrailers, swap
bodies, containers, etc.)

◼ Optimum load securing by means of movable and lockable
partitions

◼ Innovative transshipment concepts even for customerspecific loading point connections (craneable and noncraneable equipment)

◼ Intelligent freight wagons equipped with the latest sensor
technology (geolocation, rail joints, etc.) for continuous
provision of information along the supply chain

[18]
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◼ Tailor-made pool of carrier wagons for all application
scenarios
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Finished Vehicles
◼ Logistics concepts tailored to individual
requirements
− Transnational block train transport
− Integration of small quantities of cargo into the
single wagonload network
− Hub systems: consolidation and
deconsolidation of single wagons and wagonsets
◼ Reliable partner network beyond European
borders all the way to China

[21]
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Open and
closed equipment
◼ Fleet of wagons chosen according to individual needs
◼ Real-time tracking thanks to modern in-wagon radio and sensor technology

Open double-decker and flat wagons
◼ Car carrier wagons for various vehicle classes
− Non-adjustable decks for standard cars
[23]
[24]

− With flexible, adjustable upper and/or lower decks
especially for higher vehicle types
− Flat wagons for transporting transporters
◼ Modern load securing systems guarantee secure transport
◼ High loading capacity facilitates transport of heavy vehicles

Closed double-decker wagons
For the premium segment

[22]

◼ Closed equipment especially for transporting premium vehicles
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Lane management –
4PL provider
Factory/port

Marshalling yard/hub

First mile

◼ Single wagonload and block train
concepts
◼ Fluctuations covered
by trucks

Terminal

Dealer

Main leg

◼ Destination-compatible
(de)consolidation of
volume flows

Dealer distribution

◼ Dealer distribution via
partner network possible

Planning, management and sustainable optimisation of the entire supply chain
◼ Transport consulting and planning

◼ Storage and distribution

◼ Network management and optimisation

◼ Integration of additional logistics services

◼ Equipment consulting

◼ GPS-based transport monitoring

◼ Damage management

◼ IT-supported process control from order to invoice

◼ Route management

◼ Extensive customer support

◼ Incident management

[25]
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Consolidation and
distribution via hubs

Best practice

Example: “Southern Hub” in Kornwestheim
1. Setting up a hub system in South Germany
◼ Consolidation of wagon-sets from 5 factories
into one block train
◼ Use of Kornwestheim as a hub

Kornwestheim /
Mannheim

◼ Shuttle to Barcelona departs regularly
with 4-5 block trains per week
2. Developing a multi-client system
◼ Integration of regular and spot volumes from different
customers to various European destinations

◼ Base shuttle connection to Mannheim/Kornwestheim
with forwarding options (e.g. by means of the single
wagonload system)

Barcelona

[26]

3. Future plans: further development and expansion
of the system to customer-specific requirements
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Vehicle Forwarder Sales
◼ Offer in line with market requirements for vehicle
freight forwarders with own equipment and private
wagon owners
◼ Planning and implementation of national and
international finished vehicle transport
◼ Tailor-made, rail-focused transport concepts in line
with the requirements of the vehicle freight
forwarder and its customers
◼ Demand-driven single wagonload and block train
transport, partly consolidated via central hubs
◼ Reliable transport monitoring combined with timely
customer information

◼ Long-standing, collaborative and trusting customer
relationships with all European vehicle freight
forwarders

[27]
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Timber

◼ Rail logistics expertise for the transport of raw timber, sawn timber,
chipboard, wood chips, pellets, scrap wood and CLT building elements
◼ National and international single wagonload and block train network
◼ Planning, implementation and management of rail-based logistics
concepts from a single source
◼ Door-to-door logistics: equipment provision, multimodal transport concept
design and management, transshipment, certificate management, diverse
range of logistics services

[28]
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Expertise in European corridors
for our timber customers
◼ Existing closely meshed network within
Europe
− Small to medium volumes for single
wagonload transport
− Customised block train solutions

◼ Continuous further development
of corridors, e.g.:
− Eastern Europe –
Germany/Austria/Southern Europe
− Germany – Belgium/France

◼ Management of European transport via a
central dispatching unit
◼ Use of railport logistics for pellets and
sawn timber

[29]
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Timberports – diverse range of logistics
solutions bundled into one central transport hub

◼ Professional storage
◼ Consolidation and
deconsolidation
◼ Transshipment services
◼ Load securing

[30]
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Product-specific
equipment for your needs
◼ Special equipment fleet with approx. 1,700 wagons for
raw timber and sawn timber
− Stanchion wagons for sawn timber and
CLT building elements of different lengths
(Snps, Rnoos and Rbns)
− Stanchion wagons for industrial timber of different lengths
(Roos-t and Sgns with pallets, Rnoos)
[33]

− Box wagons for short-length industrial timber or sleepers
(Ealos-t)
◼ Project-based special containers for bulk freight
◼ Sliding-wall wagons for chipboard and pellet transport

[32]

[31]
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Pulp & Paper

◼ Europe-wide rail logistics solutions for all types of paper, waste paper and pulp
◼ Top-performing partner network
◼ In-depth industry expertise: printing paper, packaging, board, tissue paper, speciality paper,
waste paper and pulp

◼ Customer-specific door-to-door solutions
− Multimodal logistics concepts for road and rail
− Rail access via terminals or railports for customers who do not have their own private
siding
− Diverse range of logistics services for railports or your own private siding
(e.g. plant shunting service)
◼ Scalable transport volumes in Europe-wide single wagonload system

[34]
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DBpaper-solution –
exclusive industry-specific product
◼ DBpaper-solution connects the most important
production and processing locations within the industry
◼ Defined transport chain (reliable journey time and
transport monitoring)
◼ Customised adaptation through supplementary optional
service offerings such as factory logistics, warehousing
and door-to-door solutions
◼ High demands on equipment and transport reliability
◼ Intensive support and proactive customer information
from the Pulp & Paper sector unit
◼ Regular quality reports

[35]
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Pulp Sprinter –
a scalable network solution
◼ Advantages through combination of stable block
trains and variable, scalable wagon-sets
◼ Fast journey times and high reliability
◼ One price per tonne
◼ Spacious sliding-wall wagons; capacity utilisation
per wagon 60-64 t
◼ Lean processes, one interface
◼ Flexibly tailored to your pulp volumes
◼ Use of several wagon pools
(secure loading space)
◼ Control & quality assurance via
control tower
Single wagon
Block train
Supply/return of
empty wagons in
single wagonload

[36]

◼ Optional services: tracking & tracing,
transshipment, onward carriage by road, storage
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Product-specific wagon fleet
for paper and pulp
◼ Sliding-wall wagons for transporting weather-sensitive, bulky and
palletised cargo
◼ Industry-specific special equipment for the secure carriage of paper
reels – horizontal and vertical – and palletised sheet paper
− Specially developed chocks to securely hold horizontally loaded
paper reels
− Wagons with partitions for the secure carriage of palletised sheet
paper
◼ Wagon capacity utilisation of up to 63 tonnes for optimum capacity
utilisation of the loading space (one 4-axle freight wagon replaces
approx. 2.5 trucks)
◼ Development of new freight wagons with a focus on paper
and pulp
◼ Loading consulting service advises on optimum wagon capacity
utilisation and load securing
[38]

[37]
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Consumer Goods
◼ Tailor-made logistics solutions for beverages,
household appliances and classic palletised
goods based on a strong main leg by rail
◼ Transport in a top-performing European single
wagonload network or by block train
◼ Innovative shuttle and liner trains
◼ Multimodal door-to-door logistics concepts

◼ Environmentally friendly rail solution via
multimodal logistics centres throughout Europe
(even for customers who do not have their own
private siding)
◼ Services such as transshipment, storage, customs
clearance, order picking, road transport and justin-time delivery
◼ Management and monitoring of the entire logistics
chain from a single source
[39]
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From road to rail:
logistics centre in Maschen
◼ Prime location directly in Europe’s largest
marshalling yard with high-frequency train
connections in all directions
◼ From the consignor to the consignee – thanks to
our one-stop shop service
◼ Multimodal logistics with main leg by rail – even
for customers who do not have their own private
siding
◼ Fast and uncomplicated on-site processing
◼ Secure loading of your goods into sliding-wall
wagons
◼ Benefit to the environment: up to a 2/3 reduction
in CO2 emissions when compared with transport
solely by road

[41]

[40]
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Shuttle to the high economic
growth market of Turkey
◼ One departure per week (each direction)
◼ Journey time of approx. 5-6 days from train
formation in South Germany to the Istanbul area

Fast

◼ Available capacity to Turkey
Reliable

◼ Use of covered special-purpose “H” wagons
◼ Single wagonload system to the hub in South
Germany and then non-stop Istanbul shuttle to
Turkey

Competitive

Services:
◼ Monitoring of the train along the whole route
◼ Security concept for the route section Hungary,
Romania and Bulgaria

[43]
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◼ Optional: transshipment, pre-carriage and
onward carriage by road, customs clearance,
additional freight-forwarding services
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Tailor-made equipment
for every type of cargo
◼ Large freight wagon fleet of sliding-wall wagons – ideal for
transporting bulky and palletised cargo
◼ Loading space: 105 m³ to 170 m³
◼ Secure transport through the use of lockable partitions
◼ Wagon capacity utilisation of up to 63 tonnes
◼ Loading consulting service advises on optimum wagon capacity
utilisation and load securing
[46]

◼ Investment in intelligent & low-noise equipment, suitable for
transporting trailers, containers and classic wagonload
transport

[45]
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Chemicals
◼ Competent partner in base and speciality chemicals
◼ Block train products as well as special corridor solutions,
shuttle transport for time-sensitive single wagonload transport
and container solutions in combined transport
◼ Combination of transport service and logistics products

◼ Individual logistics services such as delivery management,
plant shunting service, loading and unloading
◼ Identification and implementation of customised optimisation
potential
◼ Safety is of the utmost priority – SQAS certified

◼ Digital solutions for efficient tracking & tracing along the supply
chain

[47]
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DB Cargo BTT connects
chemical clusters located throughout Europe

◼ Multimodal corridor solutions for the
chemical industry
◼ Expansion of existing solutions
through vertical and horizontal
partnerships along the value chain

[48]
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Diverse range of equipment
for every requirement
◼ Own tank container fleet and professional
tank wagon management
− Compressed gas tank wagons
− Tank wagons for chemical products
− Bulk freight wagons for free-flowing goods
− Dry bulk freight wagons and silo tank wagons for
particulate products
[51]

− Various tank and curtain-side containers
◼ Analysis of your existing fleet structure and
advice on choosing appropriate tank wagons

[50]
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Combined transport –
with the benefits of road and rail
Intercontinental solutions
◼ Transport across Europe and beyond
◼ Option to use our containers or your own

Door-to-door services
◼ Traditional combined transport (bimodal and trimodal)
◼ Private sidings transport
◼ Transportation solely by road

Experts for base and speciality chemicals
◼ We match your transport needs
◼ We meet high requirements, e.g. in transporting
polyurethanes (MDI/TDI)
◼ Comprehensive ISOPA certification
◼ Large fleet of different tank containers and carrier
wagons

[53]
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Mineral Oil
◼ Connecting large German and European refineries with
approximately 100 tank farms and industrial sites in Europe
◼ Secure, flexible and tailor-made logistics solutions by combining
the transport service with rail forwarding products
◼ Complete outsourcing of your logistics needs to us (upon request)
◼ Identification and implementation of customised optimisation
potential
◼ Strong national and international network of partner companies
◼ Safety is of the utmost priority – SQAS certified
◼ Digital solutions for efficient tracking & tracing along the supply
chain

[54]
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Transport from
European refineries
◼ As a flexible entity within the DB
Cargo Group, we, at DB Cargo
BTT, can tailor our services
perfectly to your needs.
◼ We utilise the strong backbone
of the Europe-wide DB Cargo
network while, at the same time,
operating as a dangerous goods
freight forwarder with a broad
provider network.

[55]
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DB Cargo BTT –
your partner for mineral oil logistics

From traction power
to complete solutions

Experts for mineral oil
◼ European block train, single wagonload and wagon-set transport using our equipment or
your own
◼ Development of production concepts
◼ Europe-wide coordination of loading and unloading slots with tank farms and refineries
◼ Tracking & tracing combined with status information
[58]

Full-service provider
◼ Choosing suitable partners and freight procurement
◼ Tank wagon and damaged wagon management
◼ Plant shunting service, delivery management and loading and unloading

◼ Customs clearance
◼ Order processing and billing
◼ We are also happy to integrate additional value-adding services, completely tailored to
your needs, into your logistics chain.
[57]
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Equipment for your
sensitive products

Professional tank wagon
management

◼ Mineral oil tank wagons for

− Light-coloured products
− Dark-coloured products
− Temperature-controlled products
− Compressed gas products

◼ Various tank containers specifically for transporting mineral oil
◼ Access to product-specific fleet pools
[61]

◼ Damaged wagon management
◼ We can also analyse your existing fleet structure and advise you on
appropriate tank wagons.

[60]
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Thank you!
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